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Effect of tongue position on postural stability during quiet standing in
healthy young males

Ahmad H. Alghadir1, Hamayun Zafar1,2, & Zaheen A. Iqbal1

1Department of Rehabilitation Sciences, College of Applied Medical Sciences, King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia and 2Department of

Odontology, Clinical Oral Physiology, Umea University, Umea, Sweden

Abstract

Background and aims: Role of the neck and jaw sensory motor system in control of body
balance has been established. Tongue is an integral part of jaw sensory motor system and
helps in execution of purposeful and precise motor tasks like eating, drinking and speaking.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the possible effects of tongue position on the
postural control system.
Materials and method: We compared the mean center of gravity (COG) velocity during quiet
standing on an unstable surface with eyes closed during two test conditions: (i) with habitual
jaw resting position and (ii) with instructed tongue positioned against the upper incisors.
One hundred and sixteen normal healthy male subjects (average age 31.56 ± 8.51 years and
height 170.86 ± 7.26 cm) participated in the study. Their COG velocity (deg/s) was measured
using the NeuroCom� Balance Master version 8.5.0 (Clackamas, OR, USA).
Results and conclusions: The results show that COG velocity decreased significantly while
tongue was positioned against upper incisors in comparison to the habitual jaw resting
position. Our findings suggest that the tongue positioning can modulate postural control
mechanisms. Tongue positioning against the upper incisors can enhance the postural stability
during upright standing on an unstable surface and in the absence of vision in healthy young
adults. Our findings can be of value for evaluation and rehabilitation protocols for postural
control dysfunction.
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Introduction

Provocation of the neck position in cases of neck pain and

subjective postural instability has shown to cause imbalance

(Alund et al., 1993). Similarly, in cases of neck trauma

(whiplash associated disorders), the patients show symptoms

of gait disturbances, dizziness and balance impairments.

(Abrahams, 1977; Kogler et al., 2000) These studies point to

the important role of neck sensory motor system in the control

of body posture and balance.

A close functional, anatomical, biomechanical, neuro-

logical and physiological link has been reported between jaw

and neck regions (Brodie, 1950; Chang et al., 1988;

Abrahams et al., 1993; Ertekin et al., 1996). Co-activation

of muscles of jaw and neck-shoulder complex has been

observed during mandibular movements and clenching.

(Davies, 1979; Widmalm et al., 1988; Clark et al., 1993)

This shows the existence of neural connections between

trigeminal and the neck sensory and motor systems. (Eriksson

et al., 1998; Zafar et al., 2000) Neck trauma is also shown to

derange integrated jaw and neck behavior showing the

functional coupling between the jaw and neck motor systems.

(Eriksson et al., 2004; Haggman-Henrikson and Eriksson,

2004) Role of the jaw sensory motor system in control of

body balance has also been shown. (Alghadir et al., 2014)

Tongue is closely related to the jaw sensory motor system,

(Rocabado, 1983) and due to its location near landmarks like

teeth, palate, and upper and lower jaws, the information about

its location and movement is constantly available in the

mechanoreceptor system supplying the region. (Carleton,

1938; Trulsson and Essick, 1997) Execution of purposeful

and precise motor tasks like eating, drinking, speaking, and

protrusion in specific direction require information about

tongue position and movements. (Trulsson and Essick, 1997)

Tongue has been proposed to be idle site for electrical

stimulation due to presence of electrolyte rich saliva and high

tactile acuity on its tip compared to other body regions, (Rath

and Essick, 1990; Lozano et al., 2009; Wildenberg et al.,

2010) and used in various studies for sensory substitution in

the absence of other source (Tyler et al., 2003).

We propose that additional sensory feedback from tongue

just by touching the hard palate behind the upper incisors may

modulate posture control during standing either via its

connections to the jaw system and neck sensory motor
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system or through its possible indirect connections to the

vestibular system. We studied the effect of tongue position

(TP) against the upper incisors on the velocity of Center of

Gravity (COG) during quite standing. The findings of this

study can be helpful to understand postural control mechan-

isms and to develop rehabilitation protocols for the manage-

ment and treatment of patients with balance impairments.

Materials and methods

Subjects

One hundred and twenty five healthy male subjects (average

age 31.76, SD 8.45 years; height 170.95, SD 7.29 cm)

participated in this study. The data on the same group of

subjects has previously been reported in our other study

(Alghadir et al., 2014) were included. All subjects were

informed about the aims and procedures of study and written

consent was obtained in accordance with the Declaration of

Helsinki. Before the study, subjects were subjectively and

objectively assessed for any signs or symptoms of balance,

temporomandibular joint disorders and skeletal anomalies

including face, neck and jaw. Based on these criteria, nine

subjects were excluded. The study fully complied with the

ethical standards for human research of our University.

COG velocity assessment

The COG velocity was assessed using the NeuroCom�

Balance Master version 8.5.0 (Clackamas, OR, USA) which

measures force using variable inductance compression load

cells. It includes a 46� 152 cm2 force platform interfaced to a

computer (Liston and Brouwer, 1996; Newstead et al., 2005;

Chien et al., 2007). The Balance Master was automatically

calibrated before each testing session in the automatic mode.

The subjects were asked to stand as still as possible on a soft

relatively unstable surface (a foam block of 50 cm by 50 cm

by 15 cm, provided by the manufacturer) with their feet

comfortably together as marked on the force platform with

normal angle of 4–7 degrees of toe out, eyes closed and arms

by their sides. The COG velocity (deg/s) during test was

measured by the system with eyes closed during the two

conditions: (i) with habitual jaw resting position, i.e., natural

jaw position without any instructions and (ii) the instructed

tongue positioned against the upper incisors (TP). Each

recording was started 10 s after the subject assumed the test

condition. The data on COG velocity (deg/sec) during resting

jaw position was collected in a different session on the same

day with same recording conditions and as has been

previously reported (Alghadir et al., 2014).

The duration for each test run for both test conditions was

10 s. Each test condition was repeated three times for each

subject, and a rest of about 30 seconds was allowed between

the trials. The COG velocity (deg/s) of the natural sway while

trying to stand as still as possible was sampled at a frequency

of 100 Hz and the mean for the three trials was used for

analyses.

Data analysis

Data was analyzed using Graph-Pad Instat 3.0 (GraphPad

Software, San Diego, CA, USA). Means and SD were used for

descriptive statistics. The effect size was calculated using

Hedges’ (adjusted) g [g¼M1�M2/Spooled; where M1 and M2

are the mean score of condition 1 and 2, Spooled is the estimate

of the population standard deviation]. The hypothesis of no

difference in COG velocity during the habitual resting jaw

position and while TP was tested by the Friedman test. The

null hypothesis was rejected at the 0.05 level of significance.

Results

COG velocity during two test conditions

The mean COG velocity values during quiet standing on a

relatively unstable surface varied between the two test

conditions. The mean COG velocity (deg/sec) values of

1.58 (SD 0.64) and 1.24 (0.43) were found for ‘habitual

resting jaw’ and ‘TP’ test conditions, respectively. Effect size

was 0.624 with 95 % CI 0.36LL and 0.88 UL. It corresponds

to medium effect size.

In comparison to the ‘habitual resting jaw’ condition, the

mean COG velocity was significantly less in the ‘TP’ test

condition (p50.0001) (Figure 1).

Discussion

We studied if an additional sensory feedback from positioning

of the tongue placed against the upper incisors could modify

the subjects’ ability to control postural stability. We measured

velocity of center of gravity in normal healthy subjects with

eyes closed while standing on a foam surface during habitual

resting jaw position and with instructed tongue position

against the upper incisors (TP). Results showed that the COG

velocity was significantly different during the two test

conditions, with least mean value during TP condition.

Tactile sensations have potential to free the visual and

auditory channels to utilize unexploited sensory channel to

convey information about posture control. (Wall et al., 2001)

A biofeedback system supplying the subject with supplemen-

tary sensory information related to foot sole pressure distri-

bution through a tongue placed tactile output device has been

studied. (Bach-y-Rita et al., 1998; Vuillerme and Chenu, et al.

(2007a); Vuillerme and Chenu, et al. (2007b); Vuillerme and

Chenu, et al. (2007c); Wildenberg et al., 2010) Such an

artificial tongue placed tactile biofeedback can efficiently be

integrated with other sensory cues for improving the postural

control system. (Vuillerme and Chenu, et al. (2007a)) Tongue

is located in a protected environment of the mouth and is

0.75

0.95

1.15

1.35

1.55

1.75

1.95

Res�ng jaw TP

COGvelocity

*

Figure 1. Mean of COG velocity (deg/s) and 95% confidence interval
values of all subjects (n¼ 116) for quiet standing on relatively unstable
surface with eyes closed during two test conditions. Note significant
differences (p50.0001) in COG values between the test conditions (*)
and the lesser mean value for the tongue positioned against the upper
incisors (TP).
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invisible to others raising its potential to be used as a mean of

feedback, (Vuillerme et al., 2009) to which body can react to

control its posture during rest and motion. (Kaczmarek et al.,

1991) Our study shows that sensory motor mechanisms

related to tongue positioning against the upper incisors can

help modulate the postural control on unstable surface.

A sound balance system requires an assessment of body

position or motion in space and a timely reaction to control it.

(Massion, 1994) Cutaneous information from foot sole,

(Kavounoudias et al., 1998; Meyer et al., 2004) visual,

(Collins and De Luca, 1995) vestibular, (Horak and

Hlavacka., 2001; Wardman et al., 2003), and somatosensory

(Fransson et al., 2000; Rogers et al., 2001; Fransson et al.,

2003) channels are widely studied sources of such informa-

tion. Besides these, postural stability is also affected by

various neural inputs and cognitive tasks (Rankin et al., 2000;

Dault et al., 2001). With aging, these sources lose their

sensitivity (Kenshalo, 1986) and increase the risk of fall.

(Lord et al., 1991) Sensory biofeedback systems using

vestibular, vision and hearing sensations are widely used in

rehabilitation. (Chiari et al., 2005; Pinsault and Vuillerme,

2008) Such a sensory feedback help when one of its inputs

become weak or absent, or when we just want to enhance it

for better balance control if the chances of falls are high. But

these may lead to multi-tasking deficit with vision or hearing

being preoccupied. (Vuillerme et al., 2009)

Tongue, owing to its neurophysiological characteristics,

dense mechanoreceptors, (Picard and Olivier, 1983; Trulsson

and Essick, 1997) and large somatosensory cortical represen-

tations, (Picard and Olivier, 1983) has always been focus of

research. Deep mechanoreceptors located in lingual nerve

have the capacity to signal tongue movements even in the

absence of its physical contact. (Trulsson and Essick, 1997) It

has been shown to convey higher resolution information than

skin (Sampaio et al., 2001) and that the plantar based, tongue-

placed tactile biofeedback improves postural control during

quiet standing. (Vuillerme and Chenu, et al. (2007a);

Vuillerme and Chenu, et al. (2007b); Vuillerme and Chenu,

et al. (2007c) Electrical stimulation of the tongue has been

shown to modulate a region within pons and explain its

association with postural stability. (Wildenberg et al, 2011)

However, this is the first study to use sensory feedback from

tongue without any electrical stimulation.

It is interesting to note that despite deprivation of visual

input and more challenging situation to stand on relatively

unstable foam surface, (as used in our study) the subjects

showed decrease in COG velocity with changes in tongue

position. This indicates that tongue position within jaw system

is capable of modulation of postural control system in the

same way as body stabilization reported by its stimulation and

different jaw positions. (Alghadir et al., 2014; Wildenberg

et al., 2011)

Dependence on a sensory input for postural control may

vary with individual capacity, depending on availability,

accuracy, reliability and inconsistency between signals.

Vuillerme and Chenu, et al. (2007a); Young healthy adults

could have relied more on additional sensations from tongue

to cope up with the changing environment, to improve their

postural control by decreasing their COG velocity as central

nervous system.

Conclusion

Our findings suggest that the tongue positioning can modulate

postural control mechanisms. In the absence of vision, the

positioning of tongue against the upper incisors can enhance

the postural stability during upright standing on an unstable

surface in healthy young adults. Our findings can be of value

for evaluation and rehabilitation protocols for postural control

dysfunction.

Limitation

We have used only COG velocity as a parameter for posture

and balance. Future studies with additional parameters in both

genders and different age groups can be helpful to further

understand the role of tongue positioning in postural control.
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